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WE’RE 
WORKING TO 
ERADICATE 
POOR VISION 
FROM THE 
WORLD BY 
2050"

For 170 years Essilor 
has been on a mission 
to improve lives by 
improving sight. Every 
day, Essilor Group 
employees work to 
better correct and 
protect the vision of 
everyone on the planet. 
While 2 billion people 
enjoy vision correction, 
2.5 billion people, 1 in 3, 
live with uncorrected 
poor vision. 

Today, uncorrected poor vision 
remains the world’s most 
widespread unaddressed disability, 
one that crosses cultural, geographic 
and economic lines. This is why, in 
line with Essilor’s mission to improve 
lives by improving sight, we’re 
working to eradicate poor vision 
from the world by 2050. 

HUBERT SAGNIÈRES 
CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF  
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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4 Essilor estimates 

90%  
of them live in the 

developing world at the 
base of the pyramid where 
awareness and access to 

vision care is limited.2

$5 
average cost  
of equipping  
one wearer.4

VISION 
MATTERS

the cost to the global 
economy of lost productivity 

every year because adults 
with uncorrected poor vision 

struggle with work .3

$272 
BILLION

2.5 
BILLION  

people suffer from 
uncorrected poor vision, 
meaning 1 in 3 people 
cannot see the world 

clearly.1

But this doesn’t  
need to be the case. 

 80% 
of all vision impairments  

can be prevented or  
cured with solutions  

that exist today.2



JAYANTH BHUVARAGHAN, 
CHIEF MISSION OFFICER

We’re on track to meet 
our targets of creating 
50 million wearers and 
25,000 primary vision 
care providers by 
2020, demonstrating 
the success of our 
inclusive business 
models. We’ve shown 
them to be scalable, 
sustainable and have a 
strong societal impact.

2018 has been a transformational 
year for vision. Recognised 
as a major disability, more 
organizations are stepping up 
for the cause.  Coalitions like the 
Vision Catalyst Fund and DFID 
led ‘AT Scale’ are making big 
commitments, but there is still a 
need for more if we’re to achieve 
our ambition of eradicating poor 
vision by 2050.

We estimate it will cost $500m 
every year from now until then to 
unlock the unlimited social and 
economic impact of bringing good 
vision to all. This is just a small 
fraction of the global healthcare 
spend over the next 32 years 
and as a result, we’re working 
to develop innovative finance 
models to generate the resources 
it will take to scale up on-ground 
interventions. We’re all greatly 
excited by the progress and future 
possibilities we’re creating.

Over the next few pages you 
can read about just some of the 
initiatives and actions we are 
undertaking in 2018 and the lives 
of people we’re impacting through 
our vision care programs.

2013 marked the 
beginning of our 
ambition to eradicate 
poor vision in a 
generation. It’s when 
we dedicated efforts 
to reaching 2.5 
billion people living 
with uncorrected 
poor vision and over 
the last six years 
we’ve made great 
progress. 



 

EXPANDING CHILDREN’S  
ACCESS TO EYE HEALTH 
SERVICES

800 million children can't see 
the world clearly, many suffering 
from myopia, nearsightedness. If 
we do not address the barriers of 
awareness and access to eye care 
for children today, the crisis will 
reach epidemic proportions  
affecting 5 billion 
people by 
2050. 

*Morjaria P, Evans J, Murali K, and Gilbert C, Spectacle 
Wear Among Children in a School-Based Program for 
Ready-Made vs Custom-Made Spectacles in India. Jama 
Ophthalmology, 2017 Jun 1;135(6):527-533

800
MILLION 
CHILDREN CAN’T  
SEE THE WORLD 

CLEARLY

2015   
Launch Vision For Life, a €30 million 
social impact fund to strengthen our 
philanthropic and inclusive business 

2016 
• Vision for Life co-founds Our Children’s Vision 

with the Brien Holden Vision Institute, to reach  
50 million children by 2020 through free eye  
care initiatives. 

• Launch first Ready2Clip™ range for children 
enabling a pair of glasses to be prepared and 
delivered on the spot.

• Vision Impact Institute launches Kids See Success 
campaign in the US calling for mandatory eye 
exams before children enter school.

2018
• Essilor Vision Foundation reaches milestone of 1 

million children equipped in the US.

• Further commitment to Our Children's Vision with 
donation of Ready2Clip™ spectacles for all partners

• Reaching 27 million children, Our Children's Vision 
on track to meet 2020 target.

2017
• Study published advocating the use of ready-

made glasses for school screening programs.  
“Using ready-made spectacles for school 
programs can increase access to spectacles for 
children. Dispensed on the spot, they have the 
potential to increase compliance by reducing 
waiting time and minimising costs for parents."  

Dr. Priya Morjaria, PhD

• Further investment of €19 million in philanthropic 
and inclusive business activities.

• First inclusive business model for children in 
Kenya. Following a school screening, parents can 
remotely purchase glasses for their children using 
a mobile payment. 
“For a long time our school system forgot the 
most important component of effective learning, 
the eyes. Bringing eye care into our schools 
has made it accessible to all children and their 
parents, irrespective of their social status." 
Francisca Mailu, Headteacher at Carol Academy

• Partner with Ministry of Education in France to 
train school medical staff with knowledge and 
practical skills to promote eye health in children.



PARTNERING TO RAISE 
AWARENESS AND CREATE 
ACCESS TO VISION CARE

PUTTING OUR PROVEN 
EXPERTISE AT THE SERVICE  
OF THE COMMONWEALTH 

EXPANDING INTO A NEW 
MARKET THROUGH  
GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIP 

Announced in March 2018, 
The Vision Catalyst Fund is an 
ambitious multi-stakeholder 
initiative spearheaded by The 
Queen Elizabeth Diamond 
Jubilee Trust in the UK. The 
$1bn fund will provide vision to 
entire populations across the 
Commonwealth and beyond. 
Essilor is proud to be one of the 
first strategic partners to commit 
its support. Our commitment 
will leave a legacy of improved 
vision care infrastructure across 
the Commonwealth to meet the 
vision needs of 900 million people 
living with uncorrected refractive 
errors. Through a first-of-its-kind 
donation, we will also provide 200 
million people in need with free 
ophthalmic lenses by 2030.

 
“Essilor’s visionary commitment 
is set to be truly transformational 
and takes us a step forward 
towards realising our goal of 
quality eye care being a part of 
everyday life for everyone”  
Dr Astrid Bonfield CBE, Chief 
Executive of The Queen Elizabeth 
Diamond Jubilee Trust

In 2017, Essilor was selected by 
the Australian Government to 
be part of its aid investment 
program to generate social 
and commercial returns in 
developing countries. Thanks 
to this partnership, young 
people are being trained as 
Eye Mitra; primary vision care 
providers equipped with the 
entrepreneurial skills to run a 
sustainable business. 

 
“Australia is pleased to be 
supporting Essilor’s work to 
promote affordable vision 
correction services to rural 
populations in Bangladesh. 
This work, implemented in 
partnership with MART and 
Grameen Kalyan, to train young 
eye care workers to provide 
vision care services for nearly 
100,000 vision-impaired, low 
income people in rural and 
semi-urban areas, will provide 
economic opportunity and 
better eye health that can help 
transform these communities” 
Her Excellency Ms Julia Niblett, 
Australian High Commissioner to 
Bangladesh

According to the World Health 
Organization, every year 1.25 million 
people are killed in road accidents, 
50 million more are injured. 

1 in 5 drivers can’t see the road 
clearly. To raise awareness of the 
importance of regular eye checks 
for safe driving, Essilor entered 
into a three-year partnership with 
the Fédération Internationale de 
l’Automobile (FIA), in 2017. 

 
“Road accidents are the number 
one cause of death for 15-29 year 
olds and kill 500 children every 
day leaving families and friends 
devastated. Most of these deaths 
happen in low and middle income 
countries where people need easy 
access to better vision. By jointly 
promoting with Essilor the 'Check 
your Vision' Golden Rule, we aim  
to make roads safer for all”  
FIA President Jean Todt 

We work with multi-sector partners to open 
up access to good vision at scale.

JOINING FORCES WITH FIA 
TO PROMOTE GOOD VISION 
IN ROAD SAFETY



MAKING A POSITIVE 
SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC IMPACT 

Good vision transforms more 
than just a person’s health 
and wellbeing, it reduces 
inequalities and positively 
impacts the daily lives of 
individuals, their families and 
their communities through 
their ability to learn, work 
and be safe. 

“[Being a Vision 
Ambassador…] is not just 
about helping people solve 
their vision problems, it is 
about helping them out of 
poverty. With 2.5 NVG people 
don't suffer anymore.” 
Elise Mandje, Vision Ambassador,  
Ivory Coast.  “Because I had to concentrate so much 

when threading the needle, I felt so much 
pain in my eyes. I couldn’t even thread a 
needle anymore. The help I received from 
2.5 NVG was good for me, I can now work 
without any problems.” 
Rosalie Sehi, Hat Maker, Ivory Coast, bought her 
first pair of glasses from Vision Ambassador Elise. 

"I started struggling to see things up 
close, everything was blurry. It was 
not good. In my job, seeing 100% is 
fundamental, not only for my own safety, 
but the safety of everybody on the roads."
Bruno Souza, Professional Driver, Brazil, bought 
his glasses from a Vision Ambassador thanks to 
a programs organized in partnership with the 
Nissan Institute. 

"My classmate gave me her old glasses 
when she got a new pair as my parents 
couldn’t buy me my own. I never felt  
comfortable with her eyeglasses, now I 
have my own and it feels so good!” 
Xiao Dong, student in grade 3 at Gedashang 
Primary School, China, received his first pair of 
glasses at a screening program run by Essilor 
Vision Foundation and local partners.

GOOD HEALTH 
AND WELL-BEING

REDUCE 
INEQUALITIES 

DECENT WORK AND 
ECONOMIC GROWTH

QUALITY 
EDUCATION

“Special Olympics changed Cristi’s life. 
The eye doctors were very dedicated, 
doing their best to get the right diagnosis 
for Cristi at the Special Olympics 
screening event. Our child can properly 
see now and there will be no more 
obstacles to overcome because of his 
visual condition.” 
Corina Ardeleanu, mother of Cristi, Special 
Olympics Romania swimmer who received his 
glasses thanks to the Special Olympics Opening 
Eyes program for athletes with intellectual 
diabilities supported by Essilor since 2002.

NO 
POVERTY

Our vision care programs 
impact seven of the 17  
Sustainable Development 
Goals. The sustainable 
approach we have adopted 
through the value chain 
contributes to a further six.



SEE CHANGE 

We thank all the people who contributed 
to this brochure and all those working to 
improve lives by improving sight.  
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